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The Robber's Wife May 18 2021
Plays: two. Hecuba Jun 06 2020
Porcelain, and Apr 04 2020 Porcelain is an examination of a young man's crime of passion. Triply scorned - as an Asian, a homosexual, and
now a murderer - nineteen-year-old John Lee has confessed to shooting his lover in a public lavatory in London. Porcelain dissects the crime
through a prism of conflicting voices: newscasts, flashbacks, and John's recollections to a prison psychiatrist. A Language of Their Own is a
lyrical and dramatic meditation on the nature of desire and sexuality as four men - three Asian and one white - come together and drift apart
in a series of interconnecting stories.
The Cantilevered Terrace Aug 28 2019
The New English Drama: Two gentlemen of Verona ; Tempest Sep 21 2021
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Part 1. [B] Group 2. Pamphlets, Etc. New Series Jan 02 2020
Pittsburgh in Stages Aug 09 2020 The first comprehensive history of theater in Pittsburgh is offered in this volume that relates the
significant influence and interpretation of urban socioeconomic trends in the theatrical arts and the role of the theater as an agent of social
change.
The Hazard of the Die Dec 13 2020
Knockout Nov 23 2021 This literally sock it to you drama is by the author of the Broadway success Lamppost Reunion. This time, Mr. La Russo
takes us into the world of small time boxing. The story revolves around an aging, but kindly, former champion named Damie Ruffino and a
sadistic young champion, Klonski and the woman they fight over. The climax of this down to earth drama is an honest to goodness boxing
match between Damie and the upstart young champ.
Norma: a grand tragic drama, in two acts [and in verse], freely rendered from the Italian [of F. Romani], by J. R. Planché Oct 30
2019
Ella Rosenberg Mar 04 2020
The Daughter of the Stars Jun 18 2021
The Actor's Book of Scenes from New Plays Jul 20 2021 Today's most exciting work for the stage is emerging far from Broadway's
"mainstream," at Off and Off-off Broadway theaters, at regional companies around the country, and from abroad. Here is an up-to-the-minute
collection of scenes—ideally suited for both classroom and audition use—from the best dramatists now being produced.
The Deserter Mar 16 2021
Children of the Ladybug Apr 28 2022 This is a new release of the original 1956 edition.
The Theater and Its Double Jun 26 2019 A collection of manifestos originally published in 1938, in which the French artist and philosopher
attacks conventional assumptions about the drama, and calls for the influx of irrational material - based on dreams, religion, and emotion - in
order to make the theater vital for modern audiences.
Heartland, a Drama in Two Acts Oct 23 2021
Milky White Dec 25 2021
Above and Below! Dec 01 2019
The Stargazers Jul 28 2019 The planetary observations of the Danish Astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) provide the data upon which
Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) will later base his famous three laws accurately describing the revolutions of the planets around the sun. The
play's conflict stems not only from Kepler's urgent need for Tycho's observations to prove his theories, and Tycho's equally urgent desire not
to share them before he can use them (with Kepler's help) to prove his own, but also from the utterly different characters of the two men.
Kepler is an advocated of the Copernican sun-centered system, Tycho of the Ptolemaic earth-centered system. Kepler's cunning and seeming
weakness are pitted against Tycho's arrogance and seeming strength. A stake is the glory and fame for one of the greatest discoveries of all
time: how the solar system works. This conflict will keep you on the edge of your seat from first page to last.
2 FRIENDS A DOMESTIC DRAMA IN Jan 26 2022
American Buffalo Sep 02 2022 In a Chicago junk shop three small-time crooks plot to rob a man of his coin collection, the showpiece of which
is a valuable "Buffalo nickel". These high-minded grifters fancy themselves businessmen pursuing legitmate free enterprise. But the reality of
the three--Donny, the oafish junk shop owner; Bobby, a young junkie Donny has taken under his wing; and "Teach"; a violently paranoid
braggart--is that they are merely pawns caught up in their own game of last-chance, dead-end, empty pipe dreams.
Charles the XII Sep 29 2019
La Dame de pique. The Queen of Spades. A drama, in two acts. Adapted from “La Dame de Pique” of A. E. Scribe , by Dion
Boucicault Nov 11 2020
Naomi Court Jul 08 2020 "A stunning, haunting play that breaks your heart just before intermission and then skewers it with an ice pick in the
second act. The toxic effect of Mr. Sawyer's beautifully written five character play is eerily numbing in its flow of quiet wisdom, pathos and
savagery. In the first act after a few lines and five minutes we are thrust into deep anguish and loneliness. In the second act, our playwright
does it again with hair raising creditability - as the bachelor in Naomi Court, a decent aging homosexual, makes the mistake of his life. Naomi
Court is a thriller that will thrill you and your audience." - New York Times

Ruby's Story Oct 03 2022 Drama / Characters: 3m, 6f June 1944. In England, Allied troops are massing for an invasion. On a small farm in
Appalachia, a different kind of war is about to rage. Here, Walter and Grace share a home with four daughters: Rose, who struggles to
understand why Stan - an immigrant coal miner and the love of her life - abruptly left to join the Polish Free Forces; Helga, who fears for her
husband who's in the Army and - like Stan - assigned to a combat unit in England; Frieda, the family's advent
The Adopted Child Apr 16 2021
N? ; And, Bunraku Aug 21 2021 Donald Keene combines informative works on two forms of classical Japanese theater into a single volume.
The No text looks at all aspects of this traditional theater form including its history, its stage and props, the use of music and dance in its
performances, the plays as literature, and the aesthetics of No. Also discussed are Kyogen, the comic farces that are typically interspersed
with the solemn No dramas.
Foreign Plays in English Feb 01 2020
4000 Miles and After the Revolution Oct 11 2020 Two plays by “one of the brightest new talents in the theatre” (New York Times).
The First Breeze of Summer Jun 30 2022 This striking story of a middle class Black family in a small Northeastern city is told on two levels:
events that transpire on one hot June weekend and flashbacks to the memories of the visiting grandmother as a young woman. She recalls the
three men, two black and one white, who are the fathers of her three children. A resourceful woman, she feels some regrets, no shame and
feels she has had a useful life. Lou, an oversensitive boy who is about to graduate from high school, worships the grandmother. The resolution
of his problems and his acceptance of his sexuality and blackness form the backbone of the play.
Llama Drama May 30 2022 Why take the shortest, most direct route through life, when you could choose the wiggliest, most mountainous one
possible? Armed with a limited grasp of Spanish and determined to meet as many llamas as possible, Anna and her friend Faye set off on a
6-month journey along the spine of the largest mountain range in the world - the Andes. Beginning in the bustling city of La Paz, the duo pedal
south - through dense jungle, across pristine white salt flats and past towering volcanoes, following the path of thundering glacial rivers to the
snow-tipped peaks of Patagonia. Sleeping wild in their tents most nights, they endure 50-mph crosswinds and catastrophic crashes, and go
head to head with one very determined saddle sore called Sally. By the time they make it to the southernmost tip of the continent, they have
cycled 5,500 miles and ascended over 100,000 metres through the mighty Andes - equivalent to 11 times the height of Everest. Told from the
seat of Anna's bicycle, Llama Drama is a witty and compelling account of life at its rawest and most rich. For anyone who has ever wanted to
journey through the stunning natural landscapes of South America - this story is for you.
Robert Macaire; Or, The Two Murderers May 06 2020
Drama Two Feb 24 2022 Born in New Jersey, moved to Connecticut as a child, now living in South Carolina attending MTC for an Associates.
Love writing, reading, the outdoors,shooting pool, travel and expanding my vivd imagination. I am working on a series to my first novel,
perhaps in three, its such a lucky number. Motto: Life goes on so dont give up nor give in to the hard things because that next level is truly
worth it, so is accomplishing your dreams.
Two Men of Sandy Bar Feb 12 2021
Abon Hassan; a comic drama in two acts, etc Mar 28 2022
Plays for Two Nov 04 2022 Plays for Two is a unique anthology of twenty-eight terrific plays for two actors, by a mix of celebrated playwrights
and cutting-edge new voices. It takes two to tango—or to perform a duet, fight a duel, or play ping-pong. The two-character play is dramatic
confrontation stripped to its essence. These four full-length and twenty-four short plays feature pairs of every sort—strangers, rivals, parents
and children, siblings, co-workers, friends, and lovers—swooning or sparring, meeting cute or parting ways. In a dizzying range of moods and
styles, these two-handers offer the kind of meaty, challenging roles actors love, while providing readers and audiences with the pleasures of
watching the complex give-and-take dynamics of two keenly matched characters. Plays by: Billy Aronson, David Auburn, Pete Barry, Naveen
Bahar Choudhury, Anthony Clarvoe, Steven Dietz, Halley Feiffer, Simon Fill, Frank Higgins, David Ives, Jacob Juntunen, Ean Miles Kessler, Neil
LaBute, Eric Lane, Kitt Lavoie, Jacqueline E. Lawton, Mark Harvey Levine, Elizabeth Meriwether, Michael Mitnick, Daria Polatin, Marco Ramirez,
Kelly Rhodes, Jose Rivera, Paul Rudnick, Edwin Sanchez, Nina Shengold, Cori Thomas, Doug Wright
The Two Friends, a Domestic Drama Aug 01 2022
Paddywack Sep 09 2020
The Pocket-Book. A Musical Drama in Two Acts Jan 14 2021
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